Cookie Policy GoToThisGuy.com (© HousingAgent.com B.V.)
We use cookies and similar technologies to provide you with the best possible service and
optimize our online business. These technologies offer us the opportunity to store information, and
access information stored, on your device (such as PC, tablet or smartphone).
The information that can be transmitted by a cookie, over the use of our website, can be
transferred to our own secured servers or to the servers of a third party. Cookies and similar
technologies, such as pixels, beacons, local storage and JavaScript (hereinafter: “cookies”) can
be placed directly by us, but also via third parties for the following purposes:
Category 1

to enable us remembering your preferences and the proper functioning of our
website and to be able to deliver services explicitly requested by you (strictly
necessary and functional cookies);

Category 2

to generate overall statistics and gain insight into the use of our website by the
public in order to optimize our website and services (analytics cookies);

Category 3

to make our offer more interesting for you by displaying advertisements on our and
other websites and other channels used, that fit your interests based on your click
and surf behavior (advertising and personalization cookies);

Category 4

to offer you the possibility to share information on our website via the different social
media channels and us to embed third party videos on our website (social media
cookies).

When will we ask for your consent?
Some cookies we use, are strictly necessary for the proper functioning of our website or to deliver
a service explicitly requested by you (category 1). Since the use of this type of cookies is essential
to be able to deliver requested services or in general for the proper functioning of our website, we
may use these cookies without your prior consent.
Some of the cookies we use are used to gain insight in your interaction with our services such as
the website and the emails we may send out. In general, we will always ask for your consent prior
to using such analytics cookies (category 2). However, in case we are able to set these cookies
in a privacy friendly manner (for instance, by preventing processing your full IP-address), we may
rely on our legitimate interest for the processing of the remaining personal information where as a
result we will not be obligated to request your consent.
For the use of the cookies for advertising and personalization purposes (category 3) and the
integration of social media plugins (category 4), we will ask your consent prior to using these. In
case certain analytics cookies (category 2) cannot be used in a privacy friendly manner, we will
also request your consent prior to using those.

First and third-party cookies
There is a distinction between first- and third-party cookies. First party cookies are set by the
website you are currently visiting. Third-party cookies are not set by us, but by third parties and

from their domain. For example, when you use social media content sharing buttons, the platform
you share the content on (i.e. Facebook) may set a cookie from their domain and use the
information collected through it, for their own purposes. This means that we do not have any
control over these third-party cookies. If you do not wish to have third party cookies on your device,
you can block and remove these through your browser settings. For this, please see your browser
manual. Keep in mind that turning off third party cookies, may impact some functionalities on our
website.

What cookies do we use on our website?
For the above-mentioned purposes, we, and third parties use the cookies as mentioned in the
tables below. Please note that the information in this document changes over time, depending on
our actual use of cookies.

How to control your cookies
You can prevent the placement of cookies by adjusting the settings on your browser (see your
browser Help for how to do this). Be aware that disabling cookies will affect the functionality of this
and many other websites that you visit. Disabling cookies will usually result in also disabling some
functionality and certain features of this website. Therefore, it is recommended not to disable (at
least first-party) cookies.

Removal of cookies
Most cookies have an expiration date. This means, that they will automatically expire after a
certain period and no longer register any data concerning your visit of the website. Another option
is to remove the cookies manually before the expiration data. In order to do this, please consult
the instruction manual of your browser.

Your rights
Since through the use of cookies (in most cases) personal information is being processed, such
as your (pseudonymized) IP-address or another unique identifier, your online click behavior, we
have to address you on the several rights you have regarding your privacy. This includes for
example the right you have to withdraw your prior given consent for the use of cookies. For more
information about all your rights, we would like to refer you to our Privacy Policy.

Contact and company details
If you have any complaints about the way we process your personal information, we are glad to
help you out. If you have any questions about privacy, you can contact us through the contact
details mentioned in our Privacy Policy.

TABLE OF COOKIES
Google Analytics
We use Google Analytics, a web analytics service provided by Google. Google Analytics uses
"cookies" that allows us to analyze the use of our website and to compile reports on website
activity and internet usage. You can prevent collection and storage of data by Google Analytics
by installing the Browser Add-on Google offers here.
Cookie name
_ga

_gid

_gat

Category / Purpose
analytics

analytics

analytics

Set from (domain)

Expiry

GoToThisGuy.com

6 months after last

HousingAgent.com

browser session ended

GoToThisGuy.com

1 minute after last

HousingAgent.com

browser session ended

GoToThisGuy.com

1 hour after last browser

HousingAgent.com

session ended

Google Analytics
Include tool description, purposes and what type of personal data is processed, or else refer to
the cookie-suppliers privacy/cookie policy
Cookie name
_ga

_gid

_gat

Category / Purpose
analytics

analytics

analytics

Set from (domain)

Expiry

GoToThisGuy.com

6 months after last

DentistsandHygienists.com

browser session ended

GoToThisGuy.com

1 minute after last

DentistsandHygienists.com

browser session ended

GoToThisGuy.com

1 hour after last browser

DentistsandHygienists.com

session ended

Google Analytics
Include tool description, purposes and what type of personal data is processed, or else refer to
the cookie-suppliers privacy/cookie policy
Cookie name
_ga

_gid

_gat

Category / Purpose
analytics

analytics

analytics

Set from (domain)

Expiry

GoToThisGuy.com

6 months after last

NotariesandLawyers.com

browser session ended

GoToThisGuy.com

1 minute after last

NotariesandLawyers.com

browser session ended

GoToThisGuy.com

1 hour after last browser

NotariesandLawyers.com

session ended

Google Analytics
Include tool description, purposes and what type of personal data is processed, or else refer to
the cookie-suppliers privacy/cookie policy
Cookie name
_ga

_gid

_gat

Category / Purpose
analytics

analytics

analytics

Set from (domain)

Expiry

GoToThisGuy.com

6 months after last

PsychologistsandTherapists.com

browser session ended

GoToThisGuy.com

1 minute after last

PsychologistsandTherapists.com

browser session ended

GoToThisGuy.com

1 hour after last

PsychologistsandTherapists.com

browser session ended

Google Analytics
Include tool description, purposes and what type of personal data is processed, or else refer to
the cookie-suppliers privacy/cookie policy
Cookie name
_ga

_gid

_gat

Category / Purpose
analytics

analytics

analytics

Set from (domain)

Expiry

GoToThisGuy.com

6 months after last

VetsandVeterinarians.com

browser session ended

GoToThisGuy.com

1 minute after last

VetsandVeterinarians.com

browser session ended

GoToThisGuy.com

1 hour after last

VetsandVeterinarians.com

browser session ended

